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Introduction

• Habitat fragmentation and loss are critical factors contributing
to the decline of biodiversity.

• Response of population dynamics to habitat fragmentation 
is complex and poorly known.

• Predictive model needed to assist with conservation delivery.

• Development of dynamic and adaptative ecological scenarios.



Habitat fragmentation and loss
Distinguish between habitat fragmentation and habitat loss

• Habitat loss has large negative effects
on biodiversity.

• Habitat fragmentation has 
weaker positive and negative effects.

• Fragmentation and loss should be 
quantified  independently.

Fahrig 2003 Annu. Rev. Ecol. Evol. Syst. 



Habitat fragmentation and loss

• Fragmentation tends to produce quality habitat with irregular boundaries. 

• Persistence of population is favored when high quality habitat are 
more clumped and boundaries between different habitat quality are smoother.

• Amount of habitat loss that a population can tolerate depends on the 
spatial arrangement of habitat.

!Need for explicit spatial dynamic individual based-model
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Study model: Northern Bobwhite



Spatial explicit dynamic individual based-model

Accounting for the life-cycle of the Northern Bobwhite

• Male and female 

• Stochastic and realistic vital rates 

• Spring dispersal including mating process 

• Autumn dispersal 

• Landscape structure

• Fecundity and productivity 
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Landscape simulation 

Schlater etal. 2015 J. Stat. Soft.

Simulation of spatial random field



Spatial explicit dynamic individual based-model



Spatial explicit individual based-model
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Effect of fragmentation and habitat loss 
Setting scenario to quantify the effect of fragmentation and habitat loss



Predictions

Low habitat loss
Low fragmentation

High habitat loss
Low fragmentation

High habitat loss
High fragmentation

Low habitat loss
High fragmentation

High persistence Low persistence

Low persistence

How the population persist in different landscapes ?

Moderate persistence
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Hill and Caswell 1999 Eco. Lett.



Results 0.4 > Suitable habitat < 0.8

Smooth boundariesLandscapes with varying scales

Smooth boundaries 
between suitable

and unsuitable habitat



Results 0.4 > Suitable habitat < 0.8

Smooth boundaries

100 iterations

Increasing number of covey
with 

decreasing fragmentation
(i.e., increasing scale)



Results 0.4 > Suitable habitat < 0.8

Smooth boundaries

100 iterations

Persistence with 
decreasing fragmentation

(i.e., increasing scale)



Results 0.4 > Suitable habitat < 0.8

Smooth boundaries

Decrease of the extinction probability with increasing scale 



Results
Landscapes with varying scales

0.4 > Suitable habitat < 0.8

Sharp boundaries

Sharp boundaries 
between suitable

and unsuitable habitat



Results 0.4 > Suitable habitat < 0.8

Sharp boundaries

10 iterations

Decreasing 
of the number 

of covey
whatever 

the fragmentation
(i.e., whatever the scale)



Results 0.4 > Suitable habitat < 0.8

Sharp boundaries

100 iterations

Declining population
whatever 

the fragmentation
(i.e., whatever the scale)



Results 0.4 > Suitable habitat < 0.8

Sharp boundaries

Extinction probabilities are variable 
Rates of decrease remain high 



Summary

• Persistence of the population with low habitat loss and 
decreasing fragmentation when boundaries are smooth

• Declining of the population with low habitat loss whatever 
the fragmentation when boundaries are rough 



Where to go from here 

• Analyzing more scenarios of habitat loss and landscape fragmentation 

• Sensitivity analysis of the strength of habitat effect on vital rates 

• Effect of landscape local conditions on covey survival 



Thank you for your attention


